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From: PennFuture [pennfuture@pennfuture.org] on behalf of Mary Ann Leitch [sellart@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 1:35 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: Please support strong regulations to protect drinking wa%

May 21, 2010 I MAY 2 1 20/fl

Independent Regulatory Review Commission PA / INDE^NDENT RBGULATL

Dear Review Commission,

Please vote to support regulations that reduce the risk that total dissolved solids (IDS)

pose to our rivers and streams. Pennsylvania's rivers and streams provide billions of dollars
of direct and indirect economic benefit to the Commonwealth's families, farms, and
industries.

Total dissolved solids have already polluted drinking water and led to massive fish kills. We
need these rules in place to control the significant new source of IDS pollution from gas
drilling wastewater.

L5T'S G5T R5AL - TOXIC CHEMICALS CAUS5 CANC5R - DO NOT ALLOW US TO B5 SUBD5CT5D TO THAT FOR
C0RP0RAT5 PROFIT - W5 WANT5D SOLAR AND WIND 5N5RGY Y5ST5RDAY - FRAKING IS NOT A SAF5 METHOD
AND SHOULD B5 OBLIGAT5D TO PASS ALL 5NVIRONM5NTAL R5GS - SAF5 DRINKING WAT5R, CL5AN AIR 5TC -
PRODUC5S MOR5 GR55N HOUS5 GAS5S THAT DIRTY COAL

- Over the next several years, dramatically increased development of the natural gas-bearing
shales in Pennsylvania threatens to exacerbate this problem in rivers and streams throughout
the state.

- In late 2008, high TDS levels in the waters of the Monongahela River south of Pittsburgh
threatened to shut down industries that are dependent on the River's fresh water for their
operations, and made household water undrinkable for approximately 330,000 people in the
southwestern part of the state.

- In August and September 2009, the discharge of high-TDS wastewater into Dunkard Creek, a
tributary of the Mon located mostly in Greene County, from coal mines in West Virginia and
Pennsylvania wiped out virtually all aquatic life in that stream.

I fully support D5P's efforts to establish effluent standards for new sources of wastewaters
containing high concentrations of total dissolved solids and urge the D5P to go even further
in protecting our waterways.

Thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ms. Mary Ann Leitch
526 Reed St
Philadelphia, PA 19147-5823
(215) 271-7877


